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One mRNA, One Spike Protein, 1291 Diseases, Unlimited
Ways to Die
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We have learned from the first sets of documents released by Pfizer to the public on the
Pfizer-BioNTech (COMIRNATY) vaccine that in the first 90 days of public use, the sponsor
received reports on 1,223 deaths and did not report this to the public or pull the product off
the market in a voluntary recall which is prudent and customary for this type of unexpected
death rate.

To make matters worse, Pfizer cataloged 1,291 unique adverse events of special interest
with an entire range of diseases that fall into the categories of neurological, cardiovascular,
immunologic, and hematologic.  Additional concerning areas include fetal loss in ill-advised
conceiving or childbearing women to take one of the vaccines and the emergence of either
de novo or accelerated cancers. 

This raises the question:  how can one strand of mRNA coding for a single Spike protein
devised/modified in a lab in Wuhan, China, cause this array of diseases and such a
prominent proximate driver of death?

One way to think about it is that the human body was never designed to have its genetic
machinery to be harnessed to produce a lethal foreign protein. Additionally, the wide range of
illnesses seems to map to many frequent causes of death that exist in populations,
particularly the elderly, namely cardiovascular disease and cancer.  
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In many cases, common to death in these illnesses is thrombosis or blood clotting. The blood
has hundreds of determinants to maintain a perfect balance of fluid blood to flow and
instantaneous clotting when we need it in the setting of bleeding. The Spike protein is
strongly thrombogenic, even in the absence of platelets. As a result, the Spike protein tips
the body towards coagulation on a long-term basis. That means if a stroke or heart attack is
going to occur, it could be more explosive or deadly in someone who has been vaccinated. 

Likewise, if a patient has an underlying blood clotting disorder or an occult cancer, being
vaccinated makes it more likely to have a fatal thromboembolic event (pulmonary embolism,
limb ischemia, stroke, myocardial infarction, mesenteric ischemia). Finally, the S2 segment of
the spike protein has been found to be oncogenic, that is, cancer-promoting, by interacting
with the tumor suppressor p53 gene and the BRCA gene known to promote breast and
female reproductive cancer.

For all of these reasons, people are protesting in large numbers to stop the vaccine
programs whilst CEOs are pushing forth shots. The tension could not be any greater. 

We have a terrific program this week and bring onto the program for the first time, COVID-19
intensive care legend Dr. Pierre Kory, MD, MPA, who has had three sets of US Senate
Testimony 2020-2022 and is relied upon around the world as the foremost expert in COVID-
19 care and the influence of big Pharma corruption.

Our music segment this week comes from Kevin Frank and is titled “Crying from the
Ground” with music and lyrics from Barbara Bruton.

So let’s get real, let’s get loud, on America Out Loud Talk Radio, this is The McCullough
Report!

The McCullough Report: Sat/Sun 2 PM ET Encore 7 PM – Internationally recognized Dr.
Peter A. McCullough, known for his iconic views on the state of medical truth in America and
around the globe, pierces through the thin veil of mainstream media stories that skirt the
significant issues and provide no tractable basis for durable insight. Listen on iHeart Radio,
our world-class media player, or our free apps on Apple, Android, or Alexa. Each episode
goes to major podcast networks early in the week and can be heard on-demand anywhere in
the world.
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